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ABSTRACT 

 
MEASURING OFFICER POTENTIAL USING THE OER, by MAJ Derrick G. Jackson, 
75 pages. 
 
The thesis seeks to answer the primary question, “Does the Army effectively capture an 
officer’s potential for promotion, command, or future assignments using the OER as the 
document of record?” The research applies grounded theory to examine and analyze 
previous research and studies conducted on the effectiveness of the Officer Evaluation 
Reporting System. The thesis concludes with a recommendation to change the criteria 
that senior raters should use to evaluate an officer’s potential. The research found that 
senior raters need a more precise definition for potential. Additionally, the research will 
show the benefit of using the Army’s Leadership Requirements Model to measure officer 
potential. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the difficulties in bringing about change in an organization is that 
you must do so through the persons who have been most successful in that 
organization, no matter how faulty the system or organization is. To such persons, 
you see, it is the best of all possible organizations, because look who was selected 
by it and look who succeeded most within it. Yet these are the very people 
through whom we must bring about improvements. 

— George Washington 
2nd Inaugural Address 

 
 

Overview 

The purpose of this study is to identify how effective the Army’s method of 

assessing and documenting an officer’s potential is. The research considers the ranks of 

major through colonel. Recently, the Army introduced an updated version of the Officer 

Evaluation Report (OER) designed for better accuracy in evaluating an officer’s potential 

where the senior rater has the sole responsibility to assess and document a subordinate’s 

potential. This research will look at how the Army mandates senior rater responsibilities 

for assessing and documenting the potential of an officer using the OER. In addition, the 

research considers the three areas that the OER aids with during certain Department of 

the Army selection boards. This research will also attempt to determine if the OER is the 

best method for assessing and documenting officer potential, if other methods are better 

suited, or if the method needs more change and refinement. 

When the Army released a newer version of the OER there were multiple changes 

implemented for the new Officer Evaluating Reporting System (OERS). For instance, the 

rater’s accountability for assessing performance increased with the creation of a rater 
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profile. This new profile mirrors the rules that guide the senior rater profile and restricts 

raters to only giving forty-nine percent of the officers they rate an EXCELS block check. 

The new series of evaluation reports also puts greater emphasis on the senior rater’s 

assessment of an officer’s potential. This is a change from the old requirement that senior 

raters assess and provide comments on potential along with comments relating to the 

officer’s performance. Lastly, the new officer evaluation report requires raters to focus 

more on the evaluation of leadership attributes and competencies. This research seeks to 

understand if the new OER creates a more effective system to evaluate an officer’s 

potential, and answer the question, “Does the Army effectively capture an officer’s 

potential for promotion, command, or future assignments using the OER as the document 

of record?” 

The implementation of the new OER and evaluation reporting system indicates an 

awareness of the Army’s need to get better at how it evaluates officers and puts the best 

officer in the right position at the right time. In a 2010 interview with General Dempsey, 

Chief of Staff of the Army, he expressed the need for a revised evaluation report and in 

how the Army conducts promotion boards (Prism 2010, 3). As the new OER was 

published and pushed to the field, Major General Mustion, Commander of Human 

Resource Command, personally travelled to different Army installations to brief leaders 

on the changes with the new OER and what it meant going forward to the force as a 

whole. Clearly, the Army’s senior leaders saw an inherent problem with the way the 

Army was using the OER to make important selection decisions, and attempted to make 

the necessary needed changes. However, while the new evaluation reporting system does 

increase rater and senior rater responsibility and accountability, does the new OER 
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improve the assessment of potential so the Army can make better talent decisions in the 

future..  

Primary Research Question 

Does the Army effectively capture an officer’s potential for promotion, command, 

or future assignments using the OER as the document of record? To answer the primary 

question, there are three secondary questions the research seeks to answer. 

Secondary Questions 

Secondary questions that this research will attempt to answer are: 

1. How to measure potential? 

2. Should potential be measured against leader competencies as outlined in 

Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 6-22? 

3. Is the senior rater the right person to articulate potential? 

Assumptions 

Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA PAM) 600-3 discusses proposed career 

timelines for officers in the grades of lieutenant to colonel as it relates to each specific 

branch in the Army. The assumption is that senior raters are adhering to the guidance 

found in DA PAM 600-3 that says, “Senior raters must ensure that they fairly and 

honestly articulate an officer’s abilities, performance, and potential for service in 

increasingly complex and higher echelon organizations” (Department of the Army 2014d, 

63).  

The pamphlet also provides a description of the competencies expected of an 

officer and explains how senior raters are to assess these competencies. DA PAM 600-3 
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states that senior raters are to rate officers based on the Army’s Leadership Requirements 

Model, which outlines core competencies that all leaders across the Army, regardless of 

branch, should possess. It also states that senior raters will remain the principle agent that 

provides an assessment of an officer’s potential. 

In addition, based on DA PAM 600-3 and the implementation of the new officer 

evaluation form, it is safe to assume that this form will continue to be the primary 

document that promotion board members will base their judgment on. As a subsystem of 

the Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS), the assumption is that the OER will 

continue to affect promotions, school selection, functional designation, and command and 

key billet selection as stated in DA PAM 600-3. The design of the new OER and process 

aims to prevent inflated ratings from occurring. By making two-star level units and below 

have their respective rating schemes approved by the next higher command, the 

assumption is that rating scheme integrity and the prevention of “pooling” officers will 

cease. It is also assumed that the new OERS will help to hold the rating chain 

accountable to officers they are rating. 

Definition of Terms 

A number of terms require definition. The following terms defined below help 

provide clarity to the research topic. 

Effectiveness: For the purpose of this thesis, effectiveness is the degree to which 

an evaluation reporting system is successful in assessing potential for retention, 

promotion, command, and future assignments. 

Evaluation Reporting System: Encompasses the means and methods needed for 

developing people and leaders. Identifies Soldiers who are best qualified for promotion 
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and assignment to positions of greater responsibility. Combines major elements of 

counseling, assessment, documentation, and integration with other personnel functions to 

meet the needs of the Army, rating officials, and all rated Soldiers in their current 

environments. 

Leadership Requirements Model (LRM): Conveys the expectations that the Army 

wants leaders to meet. 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Leadership Requirements Model 
 
Source: Department of the Army, Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 6-22, Army 
Leadership (Washington, DC: Department of the Army, 2012), 5. 
 
 
 

OER: Officer Evaluation Report. The official document of the Army to document 

an officer’s performance and potential for promotion, specific assignments (command), 

and advanced educational opportunities. The most recent revision created four versions of 
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the OER: Company Grade (O1-O3; WO1-CW2), Field Grade (O4-O5), Strategic Grade 

(O6), and Strategic Grade (O7). What was once only DA FORM 67-9 is now DA FORM 

67-10-1, 67-10-2, 67-10-3, and 67-10-4 respectively. 

OES: Officer Evaluation System: A system designed to identify those officers 

most qualified for advancement and assignment to positions of increased responsibility. 

Under this system, an officer’s evaluation derives from his or her performance and 

potential through duty evaluations, school evaluations, and HQDA evaluations (both 

central selection boards and HRC officer management assessments). 

OERS: Officer Evaluation Reporting System: A subsystem of officer evaluations. 

The primary function of OERS is to provide information from the organizational chain of 

command to decision makers at Headquarters Department of the Army (HQDA) for 

officer personnel decisions. 

Performance Appraisal: The process of obtaining, analyzing, and recording 

information about the relative worth on an employee. Performance appraisal is necessary 

to measure the performance of employees and the organization to check the progress 

towards the desired goals and aims. 

Pooling: Deviating from the rating chain guidance in AR 623-3 in order to 

provide an elevated assessment protection for a specific group. 

Potential: An assessment of the rated officers ability, compared with that of other 

officers in the same grade, to perform in positions of greater responsibility and/or higher 

grades. 
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Limitations 

This research is limited by the amount of time to conduct the actual data gathering 

and analysis. This time restriction hindered the ability to access some information and/or 

data that could have benefited the research efforts. Another limitation is the researcher's 

inexperience in conducting original research under a formal construct or methodology. In 

addition, the ability to gain significant information regarding the process in which the 

Army measures potential is limited to past examples, surveys, literature reviews, and 

studies that have been conducted on this particular research topic. 

Scope of Delimitations 

This research will only consider the effectiveness of the assessment and 

documentation of officer potential in the ranks of major through colonel. It will look at 

how senior raters assess and evaluate an officers potential using the OER as the document 

of record. This research will not look at the Army’s non-commissioned officer corps or 

junior officers in the grade of captain and below. In addition, the research will not 

consider sister service methods and best practices and how the Navy, Air Force, and 

Marines measure officer potential. 

Though related, talent management, as a function of the Officer Personnel 

Management System, receives only a brief discussion during this research. Though the 

Officer Evaluation System does deal with talent management in some regards, the 

research focuses on how senior raters and other decision makers use the OER in the 

process of assessing and documenting potential according to Army doctrine and 

guidance. 
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Significance of Study 

The significance of this study is to look at how officer potential is assessed and 

documented and if the current method is effective. It will also attempt to determine if the 

Evaluation Reporting System (ERS) aids to create an effective process that helps 

determine an officer’s potential for promotion, assignments, or future assignments. This 

study will look at the fairness and objectivity required by senior raters as they observe 

and ultimately make honest and professional judgment on an officer’s potential during 

the evaluation cycle.  

The results of this study should provide recommendations for improvement in the 

process where necessary. It should also result in more research conducted for those 

interested in pursuing the topic further. This research does not attempt to disprove the 

Army’s current method of evaluating an officer is potential, but aims to provide insight 

into the effectiveness of the current method in use. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter provided an overview of the research topic and a brief discussion of 

the primary and secondary research questions. In addition, this chapter makes some 

assumptions regarding the OER and its use to measure potential. This chapter also 

provides a short list of defined terms along with the research limitations, scope of 

limitations, scope of delimitations, and the significance of this research study. 

In early 2014, the Army adopted a new officer evaluation report distinctly 

designed to capture the performance and potential of an officer based on their past 

performance and the characteristics expected for the officer in the grade they currently 

hold. Department of the Army centralized promotion selection boards will continue to 
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use the OER when determining if an officer is capable of serving at the next higher rank. 

In addition, OERs will continue to help decision makers determine whether an officer is a 

likely candidate for command opportunities. The question this research hopes to answer 

is if the OER effectively meets one of its intended purposes–accurately reflect an 

officer’s potential for promotion, command, or future assignments.  

The next chapter will provide a literature review that attempts to answer the 

primary research question. It will also provide a brief review of the literature that pertains 

to performance appraisals in the civilian sector. Additionally, it will review some of the 

literature and Army doctrine on the Evaluation Reporting System.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A word of encouragement from a leader can inspire a person to reach her 
potential. 

— John C. Maxwell 
 
 

Purpose 

The purpose of this literature review is to answer the primary research question, 

“Does the Army effectively capture an officer’s potential for promotion, command, or 

future assignments using the OER as the document of record?” In addition, this literature 

review looks at the private or civilian sectors with the intent to identify any methods or 

procedures used by the civilian sector that the Army can incorporate into its own 

methods. Finally, the purpose of this literature review is to identify and discuss work that 

either supports or disapproves the primary research question. 

It is important to note how the Army evaluates an officer's potential. Currently, 

the primary way the Army meets this requirement is through the subjective judgment of 

the officer's senior rater evaluation on the OER. Army regulation states that one of the 

duties required of an officer’s senior rater is the accurate and fair assessment of an 

officer’s potential using the OER. The Army entrusts senior raters with this responsibility 

and expects them to provide a fair and honest assessment. This research will look at three 

areas that the OER should help decision makers with in regards to certain circumstances 

where the result is the best officer for selection. It will also look at and determine if the 

OER is the best method or if other methods are required and would be more useful.  
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This chapter’s organization consists of two parts. First, the literature review 

considers some of the literature and research of others conducted on the civilian sector 

and Department of the Army Civilian performance appraisals. This particular section of 

the literature review focuses on civilian performance appraisals. It addition, it considers 

how performance appraisals are currently being used to rate civilian employee potential 

based on performance standards established at the beginning of the rating cycle.  

The second part of the literature review will show how the Army measures 

potential using the OER. In addition, this particular section of the literature review will 

cover Army doctrine and regulations as they relate to the Officer Evaluation System. 

Next, this section will provide a brief discussion on the Army’s Leadership Requirements 

Model as well as provide a quick look at the Army’s talent management efforts. The 

research will show some of the similarities between the civilian performance appraisal 

system and the Army’s OER system. The literature review will also explain how the 

Army currently uses the OER to document an officer’s potential for promotion, 

assignments, and educational opportunities according to Army doctrine and regulations. 

Performance Appraisals in the Civilian Sector 

The research considers performance appraisals in the civilian sector to determine 

if there are methods within the civilian sector the Army can incorporate into its 

evaluation system. This section will discuss how performance appraisals in the civilian 

sector help to provide supervisors a way to assess and document a civilian employee’s 

potential. Key in a civilian employee’s assessment is that performance measures 

established at the beginning of the rating cycle help provide measures of effectiveness. 

Research shows that in order to evaluate a person’s potential for a myriad of future 
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benefits, an evaluation or assessment of past performance via a performance appraisal is 

the method used in the civilian sector.  

A performance appraisal is necessary to measure the performance of the 

employees and to check the progress of the organization towards the desired goals and 

aims (Fernandes and Pithadia 2012, 1001). Fernandes and Pithadia, also claim that the 

performance appraisal is the process of obtaining, analyzing, and recording information 

about the relative worth of an employee. Appraisals help to identify both weaknesses and 

strengths of an individual to help improve performance and potential (Fernandes and 

Pithadia 2012, 1001). Therefore, in a sense, performance appraisals have the same goal of 

the OER. Both are means to helps identify the potential of an individual. In the past, 

studies on the effectiveness of performance appraisals are numerous and provide a better 

understanding of the actual process of how rate employees. This paper will not address 

the numerous techniques and methods available that suggest how to conduct an actual 

civilian employee performance appraisal. The intent of discussing performance appraisals 

is to highlight their respective purpose. 

The purpose of the performance appraisal by most organizations is for making 

decisions regarding its employees. This is true for both the civilian and military sectors. 

For example, performance appraisals in the civilian workforce help make decisions such 

as selection, training, and compensations (Lee and Cynthia 1985, 325). Since 

performance appraisals provide the input that decision-makers use to decide employee 

benefits, they must be accurate and objectively measured. Martin and Bartol state, “The 

performance appraisal should be based on the specific tasks the employee accomplishes 

or fails to accomplish” (Martin and Bartol 1998, 223). Martin and Bartol also advocate 
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that the rating technique used should provide a measurement of the employee’s job 

performance that is as accurate as possible (Martin and Bartol 1998, 224). Key point here 

is that the rating techniques used to evaluate an employee must be accurate and based on 

specific tasks. 

Performance appraisals should not be subjective but based on a set of standards 

that give raters and senior raters’ measures of performance and measures of effectiveness. 

In other words, employee’s should have a complete understanding of the standards 

shortly after assuming a particular duty assignment and those standards should be 

addressed at multiple occasions before the actual performance appraisal is rendered. 

Taking it a step further, when measuring the effectiveness of a performance appraisal 

system, Martin and Bartol argue that the standards used should be specific, challenging, 

realistic, dynamic, understandable, consistent with the organizational goals and, when 

possible, measureable (Martin and Bartol 1998, 225).  

The civil service appraisal process helps both the employee and the employer 

understand and agree on the requirements and expectations the employee must achieve. 

For example, it is very important to detail the duty description and expectations of a civil 

service employee so that there is no question as to the expectations and requirements 

expected of the employee. When it comes down to a supervisor providing an annual 

assessment, there should be no questions of whether the employee met or failed the 

documented expectations and job requirements.  

In contrast, though structured, the Army’s doctrine and instruction of evaluating 

officers has some inconsistencies. For example, as shown in table 2, due to the lack of 

performance counseling received by leaders, the assumption made is that subsequent 
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periodic counseling often does not involve a review of the standards initially discussed 

and agreed upon during the initial counseling. Many times the expectations and 

requirements discussed during the initial counseling conducted by the rater are not the 

same expectations and requirements the officer received during the initial counseling. In 

some cases, completely different measures of performances are what raters and senior 

raters assess officers against. In addition, if the designation to evaluate and document an 

officer’s potential falls on the senior rater, the question then is how senior raters are 

rating an officer’s potential? 

How the Army Measures Potential: The Officer 
Evaluation Reporting System 

The Army measures and assesses the potential of its officers for future 

assignments, promotions, or future assignments. The primary method for this assessment 

is the Officer Evaluation Report. The Army is replete with literature on officer leadership 

and developmental strategies but has a tremendous deficit on how it defines potential and 

how to measure and assess potential. The following provides a brief discussion that 

highlights what Army doctrine and regulations say about officer potential.  

DA PAM 600-3 and the OERS 

DA PAM 600-3 states that the Officer Evaluation System’s purpose is to identify 

those officers most qualified for advancement and assignment to positions of increased 

responsibility (Department of the Army 2014c, 38). In addition, DA PAM 600-3 explains 

that the assessment of an officer’s potential is a subjective judgment, and that this 

subjective judgment influences someone making a decision as to whether the officer has 

the potential to perform at a specified level of responsibility, authority, or sensitivity. The 
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same DA PAM states an “Officer’s potential is normally associated with the capability to 

perform at a higher grade, the potential for retention and increased responsibility within a 

specified grade” (Department of the Army 2014c, 38). However, is that potential assessed 

and captured effectively and is it always a fair and unbiased assessment? To answer this, 

the research looks at the Officer Evaluation Reporting System (OERS). 

The OERS is a subsystem of the Officer Evaluation System (OES) and uses the 

Officer Evaluation Report (OER) to evaluate the performance and provide an estimation 

of the potential of an officer. Currently, the OER and the Academic Evaluation Report 

(AER) (received while attending Professional Military Education (PME)) are the primary 

documents used for promotion selection. DA PAM 600-3 states that the potential 

evaluation contained on the OER is a projection of the performance accomplished during 

the rating period into future circumstances that encompass greater responsibilities 

(Department of the Army 2014c, 38). In other words, an officer’s performance displayed 

during the rating period is the bases for measuring their respective potential. This 

evaluation covers a period that is usually equal in time of one year or less.  

DA PAM 600-3 also states that the primary focus of the assessment is the 

capability of the officer to meet increasing levels of responsibility in relation to his or her 

peers (Department of the Army 2014c, 38). While this may appear sound and logical, the 

question is, what if all officers of the same rank have the potential to excel at higher 

levels of command for drastically different roles and responsibilities based on their future 

job description and associated task. The analysis section will discuss the inherent flaws in 

grouping all officers in an organization of the same rank in the same pool regardless of 

branch or function.  
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Personally witnessed, most evaluations are opposite of this Army guidance. More 

often than not, an officer’s rater measures the officer’s performance against implied and 

assigned tasks that the rater failed to review during subsequent counseling sessions. This 

creates problems when the officer is not aware of the implied tasks given by the rating 

officials until the evaluation report is complete. Many times an officer may only receive 

an initial counseling and no follow up counseling occurs. If periodic counseling fails to 

happen (Riley et al. 2014, viii), the rated officer may have limited knowledge on what 

areas they need to improve and ultimately become the reason the rating official gives for 

the substandard performance and resultant substandard evaluation report they give the 

officer. A quarter of leaders report only receiving formal counseling at rating time and 

another quarter indicate they never or almost never receive counseling (Riley et al. 2014, 

viii). In a subsequent chapter, this research will address this and other problems that 

cause many officers to distrust the system.  

AR 623-3 and the Army’s LRM 

Important to note is that performance and potential assessments are linked, 

according to Army doctrine, to the Army Leadership Requirements Model (LRM) 

(Department of the Army 2014b, 3). The LRM lists the competencies expected of a 

leader in the Army (see Figure 1). AR 623-3 states, “Rating Officials assess a soldier’s 

performance and potential against standards–the Army Leadership Requirements Model 

containing attributes and competencies the organization’s mission and a particular set of 

duties, responsibilities, tasks, and objectives (Department of the Army 2014b, 3).  

In addition, Army Regulation (AR) 623-3 states, “While standards or techniques 

may change, the Evaluation Reporting System (ERS) will continue to be the most 
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accurate and effective assessment tool and development system possible. It will 

accomplish its mission of developing people and leaders” (Department of the Army 

2014b, 3).  

AR 623-3 also states that the OER is to focus on officer’s duty performance, how 

well he or she performs their assigned tasks as related to the LRM. The same regulation 

also states that the evaluation is to provide a focus on potential as it relates to an officer’s 

ability to perform at the current and higher grade or rank. Lastly, as the governing 

doctrine for officer evaluations, AR 623-3 describes that performance and potential 

assessments by rating officials are extremely important factors when determining a 

leader’s potential compared to their peers. However, the Army is giving assessments on 

who is the best officer compared to his or her peers. Should the primary (and arguably the 

only) focus of the assessment and evaluation be based on their performance and ability to 

perform at the next higher grade as outlined in DA PAM 600-3? 

Two questions arise from this guidance. The first is, is the OER (using subjective 

judgment as stated in DA PAM 600-3) the best method of capturing potential. The 

second question is, how does the Army ensure subjective assessments? In some cases, 

duty requirements, based on the officer’s branch, can be dramatically different in scope 

depending on the organization and job assignment held at the time. For example, should a 

Signal major and Infantry peer have their potential compared against each other for the 

next higher rank and increased responsibilities, considering both will require different 

technical and tactical competencies? Though this method has been accepted for many 

years, the question has to be asked if the reason why some officers decide to quit serving 

the Army is related to unfair evaluations received from senior officers. It is common 
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belief that Army promotion board members give additional weight to the comments and 

block checks provided on an officer’s potential as reported by the officer’s senior rater. 

These same senior officers may not really understand the specific requirements that an 

officer must achieve and execute by the very nature of the branch that they belong to. Yet 

each board member, from his or her own respective branch, gets a vote in the selection or 

non-selection of that officer. Could it be that the problem is bigger than just the 

evaluation system and actually reflect a problem with the OER and evaluation process 

itself? To better and more accurately reflect the performance and potential of officers, the 

Army created a new series of evaluation reports as a way to improve on the method of 

evaluating officers. 

The result of the newly designed form is to provide a better depiction of the 

potential an officer has when being considered for personnel actions such as promotion, 

functional designations, retention in grade, eliminations, retention on Active Duty, 

command and project manager designation, school selection, and assignment. The 

restructured OER comes with the expectation that it will encourage the professional 

development of the officer corps through structured performance and developmental 

assessment and counseling. Though hard to measure during its infant stage, the 

effectiveness of this one document on the Army’s ability to retain and promote the most 

talented officers remains a task that requires detailed scrutiny if the Army truly hopes to 

retain officers with the most potential. 

A New Series of OERs 

The Army restructured the Officer Evaluation Form, DA FORM 67-9, and 

designed a new series of the OER. This new series highlights and documents an officer’s 
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individual qualifications and potential and give senior rater’s a more focused 

responsibility to assess an officer’s potential. The new OER has four different versions – 

company grade (2LT-CPT), Field Grade (MAJ and LTC), Strategic Leader (COL), and 

General Officer (BG). This new evaluation system helps better recognize officer 

performance and potential according to the expectations of that officer in their respective 

grade slate. It creates a more coherent mechanism for identifying and documenting an 

officer’s potential. The argument here is that just changing the evaluation report’s format 

alone will not aid the systematic and fair approach to assessing an officer’s potential. 

There needs to be some way of recognizing what specific skills sets needed for a certain 

job, a particular staff or command billet, or broadening assignment are needed of the 

officer. These skills sets ultimately can provide measures of performance and measures 

of effectiveness for both raters and senior raters. More importantly, if the design of the 

evaluation report is to capture potential, which leads to better talent management, the 

question is how exactly will changing the form better aid this process. With inconsistent 

definitions of potential, and the lack of holding senior raters accountable, the assumption 

is that the new OER will not change the Army’s current practices. Will promotion boards 

still heavily weight senior rater comments? What are assignment managers looking at 

when working to meet the directives of the Army Manning Guidance? Do assignment 

managers actually look at an officer’s OERs when making a determination where to send 

an officer?  

Talent Management 

In his book, Bleeding Talent, Tim Kane says that the military has failed 

horrendously at retaining some of its best and most talented leaders and that the 
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underlying system of central planning that the Pentagon uses to manage its workforce is 

the root of the problem (Kane 2012, 238). Kane puts the onus mainly on the personnel 

system and its inability to manage officers. Kane believes that the method the military 

uses to determine an officer’s potential is not adequate. In the case of the U.S. Army, this 

would be the use of the OER. During the time of his research, Kane notes, “For one 

reason or another, junior and midlevel officers-lieutenants, captains, and lieutenant 

colonels-are leaving the Army in droves” (Kane 2012, 289). In a survey, Kane conducted 

using West Point graduates from the classes of 1989-2004, he found that only 20 percent 

of the officers surveyed thought the Army does a good job matching talents with jobs and 

only 6 percent agreed that the Army does a good job at retaining the best leaders (Kane 

2012, 2010). The conclusions drawn from his research proves that the OER and entire 

Officer Personnel Management System is not achieving its intended purpose. Though 

Kane conducted his research before the release of the current OER, he recognized that the 

OER did provide an opportunity for senior raters to document what they believe to be the 

potential of an officer. However, does the four sentences the senior rater choses actually 

aid the selection boards when it comes time for promoting the right officers, deciding 

who commands, and who gets particular assignments? 

Leader Development and the OER 

In a 2004 United States Army War College (USAWC) Research Project, 

Lieutenant Colonel Scott F. Donahue addresses how the OER fits into the Army’s leader 

development model and provides a conceptual framework for defining and assessing 

leadership potential for the Army’s future force. In his research, LTC Donahue presents 

the findings of a two-year research effort conducted by the Center for Strategic and 
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International Studies (CSIS). The research identified, at the time, that “Present leader 

development and promotion systems, however, are not up to the task of consistently 

identifying and advancing highly competent leaders” (Donahue 2004, 6). Of note is the 

importance of the OER as a fundamental tool used as part of the Army’s leader 

development and promotion processes. In essence, if the Army’s method of selecting the 

right leader is not adequate, it ties back to the OER’s inability to provide accurate and 

effective insight into on officer’s potential. 

LTC Donahue goes on to make mention of the OERS and that it is the cornerstone 

of the Army’s OES. He accurately states that OERS “largely determines the quality of the 

officer corps, the selection of future Army leaders, and the course of each officer’s 

career” (Donahue 2004, 9). At the time of his research, he mentions how the old OER 

replaced its “over-inflated and highly subjective predecessor” (Donahue 2004, 9). He 

then explains how senior rater accountability was the most revolutionary change made in 

the OER from DA Form 67-8 to DA Form 67-9. The DA Form then gave the senior rater 

the responsibility in evaluating a rated officer’s performance and potential. Fast forward 

to 2014 and the Army has once again attempted to get it right by further refining the 

responsibility of the senior rater.  

The last point to make in LTC Donahue’s research is his indication that senior 

raters were indeed complying with how many top blocks they can give according to 

Army regulation. This is not a surprise since this requirement is mandated by HQDA and 

is something that senior raters are required to do. However, he notes that “it is erroneous 

to conclude the system is working and that senior raters are correctly identifying and 

assessing officers with strong leadership potential as regulatory conformity infers neither 
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senior rater quality and accuracy nor rated officer satisfaction, confidence, and trust” 

(Donahue 2004, 11). 

Chapter Summary 

The OER and the OERS will continue to function as the Army’s method of 

capturing an officer’s potential with the senior rater as the individual responsible for the 

assessment of that potential. This research will try to determine how effective this method 

has been. In addition, the research will attempt to determine if a more effective method is 

suitable. 

Where the civilian sector focuses more on establishing standards and expectations 

of performance to hold the employee to, the Army allows the senior rater to provide an 

assessment on an officer’s potential as compared with that of his or her peers. As stated, 

Army doctrine lacks a true definition and guidance on how to accurately measure 

potential. While one regulation states that the assessment of that potential is subjective, 

another regulation states that potential relates to the attributes and competencies found in 

the Army’s Leadership Requirements Model. The following chapter will discuss the 

research methodology used to answer the primary question, “Does the Army effectively 

capture an officer’s potential for promotion, command, or future assignments using the 

OER as the document of record?” It will also outline how the research was constructed 

and executed. In addition, the following chapter will discuss the methodology used to 

answer the primary and secondary research questions.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Overview 

The goal of this thesis is to answer the primary research question: “Does the 

Army effectively capture an officer’s potential for promotion, command, and future 

assignments using the Officer Evaluation Report as the document of record?” The 

research methodology used consists of four steps.  

Step 1: Conduct a literature review of the Army leader development program, the 

Army Officer Evaluation Reporting System, the Army Officer Evaluation Reports (past 

and present), the Army’s Civilian performance appraisal system, and civilian evaluation 

programs.  

Step 2: Review the effectiveness of the OER, as a tool, in capturing an officer’s 

potential. 

Step 3: Conduct analysis on the pertinent data to identify trends and data points 

that would either confirm or deny the researcher’s general theory to help draw 

conclusions regarding the research. 

Step 4: Present conclusions and recommendations. 

The researcher used basic qualitative research using the grounded theory to 

generate a general explanation (a theory) about phenomena of interest, process, and 

action, based on, and shaped by observation (Trochim 2006). This research focused on 

the process and action of assessing and documenting an officer’s potential, specifically 

using the OER as the document of record. 
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The researcher also considered how performance appraisals conducted in the 

civilian sector of the Department of the Army helps to assess an employee’s potential. 

Next, the research reviews the Army’s method of using the OER, with respect to 

determining an officer’s potential for promotion, command, or future assignments. 

Finally, the researcher reviewed the current method the Army uses to measure an 

officer’s potential as it relates to the leadership attributes and competencies Army 

doctrine says leaders are to possess. The focus of the research centered on the ranks of 

major through colonel for this research. 

The researcher’s initial theory regarding the Army’s effectiveness of using the 

OER to measure potential is that while the OER is completed and submitted on every 

officer, senior raters lack a shared understanding of what the Army desires in its senior 

leaders. Ultimately resulting in an inconsistent assessment of an officer’s potential for 

service at all levels of the Army. 

In addition, this chapter will review the data collection efforts / methods, and 

address research validity. The chapter will conclude with a brief summary of the topics 

and areas covered. 

Data Collection 

The data collected for this analysis derives from articles, books, websites, 

correspondence with the Army’s Human Resource Command (HRC), and monographs 

on the subject. The researcher took a historical look at U.S. Army regulations, policies, 

and promotion board statistical data. The researcher drew upon discussion in the 

classroom of Army Officers and Civilians attending FY15 CGSOC class. Data collected 

from the researcher’s personal experiences is also used. The discussions, personal 
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experience, and specific questions posed helped form the initial theory regarding the 

research topic. 

Data Analysis 

This study begins by gathering previous studies and surveys conducted on the use 

of the old OER. The research also considered why the Army created and published a new 

version of the OER. The research takes much of the data from Army doctrinal references 

and the limited number of official surveys that considered different aspects of the OERS 

and the role or effectiveness of the senior rater. 

Important to note is that a new version of the OER along with updated 

accompanying doctrinal guidance created and implemented in 2014 aims at providing a 

more concise description of the senior rater’s role during the evaluation period. Another 

goal of the new evaluation report seeks to address some of the issues with the previous 

OER form. Not only did it intend to correct senior rater malpractices (pooling), but it also 

explains that the senior rater is to make comments on potential only. In addition, the 

research tries to determine if the new OER results in a more effective method of 

assessing an officer’s potential and if a more revised role and responsibility of both the 

rater and senior rater makes a difference in how effective the Army is in assessing and 

documenting an officer’s potential. 

Taking the surveys and reports previously conducted, the following table will 

examine the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the entire Officer Evaluation Reporting 

System, and how selection boards and senior raters use the OER when making decisions. 

The table considers the three main usages of the OER within the OERS and gives a score 

to the consistency to which the form is used. For example, as indicated by table 1, the 
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research will consider how senior raters, when assessing and documenting an officers 

potential, use the OER. In addition, the table will show how often Department of the 

Army selection boards use the OER and senior rater comments on an officer’s potential 

when making promotion selection decisions. The follow table will attempt to show, in 

chapter 4, how often the OER and senior rater comments on potential are used when 

assignment managers determine where an officer is assigned. This particular category 

only considers O4-O5 level officers as the majority of O-6 level officer assignments are 

nominative in nature. The table will use a point system of “1” through “3” to measure 

each of the above categories. A description of the point system is defined in chapter 4. 

The research will show how effective the OER is or is not in using senior rater comments 

on potential to promote the right officers, which officers receive selection for command, 

and which officers are selected for future assignments were the best-fit officer is 

necessary to put in the right job at the right time.  

 
 

Table 1. OER Effectiveness 

 1 2 3 
Senior 
Raters 

   

Selection 
Boards 

   

Assignments 
(O-5 and 
below) 

   

 
Source: Created by author. 
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Threat to Validity 

The research recognizes that there is a threat to validity and some selection bias 

involved in the research. Because the researcher is an Adjutant General Officer, there are 

passionate concerns with the use of the OER that may have caused some selection biases 

with respect to the research findings. A selection bias may also be prevalent because the 

researcher has dealt extensively with senior raters and managed multiple evaluations on a 

regular basis. As a witness to some of the pooling and other malpractices that occur by 

senior raters, there exist the potential to skew the data to fit the hypothesis. The 

researcher attempts to remain objective during the interpretation and analysis of the data 

presented because of the research.  

Chapter Summary 

Previous and current U.S. Army policy outlines and provides a framework for 

procedures that if followed; help senior raters assess an officer’s potential. There has 

been some debate on the effectiveness of the method used and the result that occurs from 

this method. Though steps have been taken to give each officer a fair chance at proving 

their potential based on their performance, it still comes down to the senior rater 

comments and assessment of the officer’s potential as compared to that of his or her 

peers. For majors, lieutenant colonels, and colonels, it is important to ensure that the 

Army gets it right when it comes to both grooming and selecting the “best fit” officer to 

lead at the senior officer ranks.  

In the following chapter, a data presentation and analysis will show how effective 

or ineffective this system actually is or where further refinement is suggested. In addition, 

the following chapter will consider the data gathered during the research process and use 
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it to answer the primary and secondary research questions. The following chapter will 

also attempt to define the difference between performance and potential. This is 

important since the two terms are used interchangeably without a clear understanding. It 

will also briefly look at the old and new versions of the OER.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

Overview 

This chapter will provide a presentation and analysis of the data presented on 

behalf of the research conducted. This chapter has four parts: 

Part 1. Address the primary research question, “Does the Army effectively 

capture an officer’s potential for promotion, command, or future assignments using the 

OER as the document of record, and secondary questions; the differences in the Army’s 

definition of potential and performance; and the Civil Service Reform Act to review the 

standards for civilian service performance appraisals (evaluations). 

Part 2. Addresses a senior rater’s ability to accurately document an officer’s 

potential using the OLD OER and OERS. 

Part 3. Address is similar to part 2 except that it will use the new OER and OERS 

as the tool for documenting potential. 

Part 4. Will look at leadership competencies that an officer should possess 

according to the Army’s leadership doctrine. 

This chapter will conclude with a quick summary and set the conditions for future 

recommendations. 

This analysis will also discuss how the new OER limits the senior rater comments 

to only those that address the officer’s potential, and why a better definition of potential 

is needed in order for senior raters to provide better assessments on potential. One of the 

goals of the new OER is that it should address the problems that the previous OER and 

evaluation reporting system caused. Provided in the thesis is that the current OER does 
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little to improve the Army’s method of effectively reflecting an officer’s potential for 

promotion, command, or future assignments and that nothing has really changed just 

because a new form was created. 

Primary Research Question 

The primary research question is “Does the Army effectively capture and officer’s 

potential for promotion, command, or future assignments using the OER as the document 

of record?” In analyzing this question, the research conducted found that there is a need 

to provide better guidance on how to assess officers on their individual potential for 

promotion, command, or future assignments by senior raters. The research conducted 

showed that the problem is not with the reporting system itself, but (1) with the use of the 

OER by decision makers, (2) no clear definition of potential, and (3) the problem with 

grouping all officers of the same grade, regardless of branch, into the same assessment 

pool; this is commonly known as “pooling.” The research conducted also found that the 

Army needs a more precise definition of potential to help senior raters in accurately and 

objectively assessing an officer. In addition, the research conducted found that while a 

very detailed explanation and guidance is given to raters on how they are to measure an 

officer’s performance, senior raters are only told to evaluate an officer’s potential as 

compared to others officers that are in the same grade as the rated officer (see Appendix 

A and Appendix B). The assumption here is that senior raters do not spend or have a lot 

of time to reference the regulation governing the evaluation and therefore consistently 

rely on how they have written reports in the past. The basis of this assumption comes 

from the result of the researcher’s personal experience as an Adjutant General Corps 

Officer and dealing with OERs and senior raters on an extensive basis. 
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Secondary Research Questions 

The three secondary research questions that need addressing are as follows: 

1. How to measure potential? 

2. Should potential be measured against leader competencies as outlined in Army 

Doctrine Publication (ADP) 6-22? 

3. Is the senior rater the right person to articulate potential? 

The analysis addresses two of the three secondary research questions. How 

potential is measured and is the senior rater the right person to address potential. 

Focusing on the first question, “How is potential measured?” Based on the research 

conducted, there appeared to be a lack of consistency and clarity in the doctrine and 

regulations in which the Army explains how to measure potential for an officer. Army 

doctrine states that the senior rater is responsible to provide an assessment, based on their 

personal experiences, on an officer’s potential. This assessment is subjective in nature 

and relies solely on the senior raters understanding of the needs of the army “enterprise” 

leaders in the future and previous experiences. The opinion is also hampered, in many 

instances by the lack of proximity, numbers of personnel senior raters must assess for 

potential, and the lack of objective assessments.  

The research also found that measuring an officer’s potential against that of his or 

her peers may not always result in a fair and objective evaluation given. As an example, 

organizations that have a high number of “high potential” officers, such as the Ranger 

Regiment, Division Staffs, etc., are comparing against a high potential pool instead of the 

entire pool. This is a potential problem. Additionally, many officers have fundamentally 

different expectations, functionalities, and specialties so when compared to peers in the 
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same organization it may give comparing oranges and apples. This particular issue 

receives further exploration later in this chapter.  

The research, also attempts to answer the question, “Is the senior rater the right 

person to articulate potential?” While senior raters are normally the most senior and 

knowledgeable officer in the officer’s rating chain, what training does the Army provide 

them to establish a shared understanding? What training does the Army provide to ensure 

the evaluated officer understands what the Army expects in the future force? This lack of 

shared understanding leads to mistrust in the OERS and questions the validity of the 

assessment given by the senior rater. This often leads to the rated officer being surprised 

at the evaluation they receive from the senior rater. Combined with the fact that different 

officers in different branches have different professional requirements and expectations at 

various echelons of command, the research shows the need for more consideration in this 

area to establish a shared understanding between the Army and senior raters and those 

they senior rate. 

Defining Performance vs Potential 

If the expectation is that senior raters and leaders assess and measure an officer’s 

potential then there needs to be a more precise definition of what potential is and how to 

measure it. Performance and potential require different assessment measures, hence the 

requirement for raters to assess and officer’s performance and the senior rater to assess an 

officer’s potential. When defining potential, the research attempts to define the meaning 

of not just potential but leadership potential. Though a majority of most officers will 

serve in staff positions, they are still leaders, and their respective potential to perform as 

Army leaders regardless of the position they hold is paramount. The problem is, although 
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the Army provides a Leadership Requirements Model (LRM) for its officers, senior raters 

may not assess potential based on the LRM. Senior raters may be more concerned with 

making sure the officer who is more senior gets the top block and great write-up. In 

addition, senior raters may give assessments based on an officers timeline for promotion 

and/or if the officer has been passed over for promotion from previous selection boards. 

DA PAM 600-3 states, “The potential evaluation contained on the OER is a 

projection of the performance accomplished during the rating period into future 

circumstances that encompass greater responsibilities. The primary focus of this 

assessment is the capability of the officer to meet increasing levels of responsibility in 

relation to his or her peers” (Department of the Army 2014c, 38). Each senior rater will 

have his or her own philosophy when it comes to who gets a top block, however Army 

doctrine attempts to provide some guidance on what the potential evaluation should be. 

AR 623-3, the Army’s definitive document for providing guidance on officer 

evaluations, gives the same broad definition of potential as it relates to Performance 

Evaluations. The regulations continuously lump the word potential with performance and 

state that, “Potential evaluations will be performance-based assessments of rated officers’ 

or NCOs’ ability to perform in positions of greater responsibility and/or higher grades 

compared to others of the same grade” (Department of the Army 2014b, 5). The same 

regulation states that an officer’s assessment given by the rating chain results from the 

manner of performance and potential the officer displays during the rating cycle. The 

regulation states that performance evaluations, “also focus on potential assessments to 

include judgments about a Soldier’s (in this case officer’s) ability to perform at the 

current and higher grade or rank, whether or not a Soldier will be given greater 
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responsibility at the present rank, or retained for further military service” (Department of 

the Army 2014b, 3). It goes on to state that performance and potential assessments by 

rating officials are extremely important factors when determining a leader’s potential 

compared to their peers (Department of the Army 2014b, 14). The same regulation then 

goes on to say that, “Evaluation reports that are incomplete or fail to provide a realistic 

and objective evaluation make personnel management decisions increasingly difficult” 

(Department of the Army 2014b, 4).  

In contrast, DA PAM 600-3 states, “The assessment of an officer’s potential is a 

subjective judgment of the officer’s capability to perform at a specified level of 

responsibility, authority, or sensitivity.” In the same paragraph, the DA PAM states, “The 

Army also assesses the officer’s potential for retention and increased responsibility 

within a specified grade.” The Army doctrine is conflicting and results in a lack of shared 

understanding for senior raters to evaluate and assess potential.  

One way to do that is to measure an officer’s potential based against the Army’s 

Leadership Requirements Model along with an assessment of the officer’s performance 

during the rating period. This will lead to a change in doctrine and regulations and a 

change in the Army’s educational efforts to teach senior raters about their role and 

responsibility when writing evaluations. This change will also help to push senior raters 

in conducting the mandatory counseling required by regulation, provide measurable 

performance standards and expectations by the senior rater, and give the senior rater a 

model to assess the officer’s strengths and weaknesses against. In addition, grouping 

officers into the same rating population based on grade when they have fundamental 
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technically and tactically different functions prevents an officer from receiving a fair and 

objective assessment on their respective potential.  

The Civil Service Reform Act 

The Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA) requires each federal agency establish and 

maintain a formal performance management plan. The federal agencies programs must, 

“Observe an employee’s performance in relation to performance requirements over a 

period of time, and then make an appraisal of it” (Griggs and Morrison 2002, 1). The 

Federal Performance Appraisal System (FPAS) follows guidelines that a performance 

appraisal system must provide for: 

1.  Establishing performance standards that will, to the maximum extent feasible, 

permit the accurate evaluation of job performance on the basis of objective 

criteria (which may include the extent of curtesy demonstrated to the public) 

related to the job in question for each employee in or position; 

2.  Communicating to each employee at the beginning of each appraisal period, 

the performance standards and the critical elements of the employee’s position; 

3. Evaluating each employee during the appraisal period on such standards; 

4. Recognizing and rewarding employees who performance so warrants; 

5. Assisting employees in improving unacceptable performance. 

The point here is to show that within the civilian sector, employee assessments 

based on an established performance standard should allow, to the greatest extent 

possible, for an accurate evaluation. An assessment of a civilian employee’s potential is a 

result of objective criteria that the immediate supervisor and the employee established at 

the beginning of the rating period. It is important to understand that civilian employee 
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assessments are to consider the performance of the individual and not compared the 

employee’s assessment compared to his or her peers. This method also helps ensure that 

the individual employee and immediate supervisor always have written standards of 

performance and expectations that they can revisit during the rating cycle and make any 

necessary adjustments as needed. It also allows the immediate supervisor the tools 

needed to address any negative performance issues during the rating cycle and work with 

the employee to fix prior to giving a final assessment of the employee’s performance and 

potential.  

The Old OER 

This section provides a brief discussion of the old version of the OER and its 

intended purpose. The group of OERs found in an officer’s Official Military Personnel 

File (OMPF) are the most important documents in the officer’s OMPF. The Department 

of the Army selection boards and assignment managers use the OER as the main 

document when selecting for promotions, command positions, and in some cases who 

will get what assignments. As part of the actual OER, the senior rater comments and 

assessment of an officer’s potential weighed heavily in the decision-making process.  

The old version of the OER gave senior raters the ability to comment on both the 

officer’s performance and potential. In addition, the old version of the OER gave senior 

raters the ability give no more than 49 percent of any officers in the same grade an Above 

Center of Mass evaluation. The old OER version also used the same form to evaluate 

officers in the grade of O-1 through O-7. Finally, while there was a Support Form in 

existence, it was not a mandatory form according to Army doctrine and regulations. 
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In April of the 2014, the Army created a new series of the OER. The next section 

will describe and discuss some of those changes and the reasons for those changes. One 

thing to note is that while all these changes significantly changed the form itself to make 

a more efficient Officer Evaluation System, it still did not address the need to clarify 

what potential is and how to assess it. 

The New OER 

According to the 2014 version of AR 623-3, the new DA FORM 67-10 series 

allows rating officials to provide HQDA with a performance and potential assessment of 

each rated officer for HQDA selection board processes (Department of the Army 2014b, 

5). More specifically, the senior rater is the designated officer for assessing and 

documenting and officer’s potential. This was a change from the previous OER in that 

now senior raters are only to comment on the potential of an officer. On previous 

versions of the form, senior raters provided comments on both performance and potential. 

The new series of OERs provided a different, though somewhat similar in format, 

OER for four different grade plates of officers. No longer would an O-6 receive his or her 

evaluation on the same Department of the Army Form used for an O-4 or O-5. The new 

series of OERs include evaluation reports for company grade (2LT-CPT), field grade 

(MAJ-LTC), strategic leaders (COL), and Brigadier Generals.  

Another change implemented with the new OER is that the support form is now a 

mandatory requirement for all officers in the ranks of WO1-COL. The form allows senior 

raters to provide comments to the rated officer on the thoughts and expectations of the 

senior rater. If used correctly, it will also give senior raters the ability and capability to 

interface with the rated officer before rendering the final OER (See Appendix C). Used 
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correctly, the support form also aids in the leader development process of an officer. The 

problem is that most officers receive little to no formal or informal counseling or one-on-

one interaction regarding senior rater expectations prior to the officer receiving his or her 

OER. The next section will discuss this in more detail. 

Evaluating Army Officer Potential using the OER 

The Army’s mechanism to judge the value of an individual’s performance and 

potential is the OER and OER Support Form. However, the OER Support Form does not 

go forward with the OER and the selection boards still do not see it. DA PAM 600-3 

explains that all subsystems of the Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS) 

affected by the evaluation report include promotions, school selections, functional 

designations, and command and key billet selections, as well as separation boards. When 

decision makers and selection boards have to make important decisions regarding the 

future career of an officer, the OER provides insight into the potential the officer has or 

lacks. That being the case, this section considers data from surveys and reports conducted 

on how officers perceive the OER and the system under which it falls.  

The Army Training and Leader Development Panel (ATLDP) Officer Study 

Report to the Army in 2000 conducted research on the OER and the OERS. The report 

found that the OER itself was a source of mistrust and anxiety (The Army Training and 

Leader Development Panel 2000, 9). The ATLDP reported that this is mostly the result as 

most officer’s belief that the OER was not meeting officer expectations as a leader 

development tool (The Army Training and Leader Development Panel 2000, 9). The 

report also found that most officers said that the leader development aspects of the OER 

saw seldom use, and senior raters seldom counseled subordinates (The Army Training 
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and Leader Development Panel 2000, 9). The assumption here is that officers were 

referring to the OER Support Form. This violates what DA PAM 600-3 defines as part of 

The Army Profession–that Army leaders have the critical responsibility to develop future 

leaders who are prepared to meet tomorrow’s challenges. One way to accomplish this is 

through mentoring, counseling, and coaching. The mistake comes when no interaction 

occurs and then at the end of the rating cycle a senior rater makes an assessment, renders 

that assessment on the OER, and then asks the officer to sign the OER with very little to 

no previous one-on-one interaction. 

In contrast, the same report found that senior officers serving on selection boards 

indicated that the OER was giving them what they needed to sort through a very high 

quality officer population and select those with the greatest potential to lead soldiers (The 

Army Training and Leader Development Panel 2000, 9). This proves that there is a clear 

disconnect with what officers in the field believe and what the Army senior leaders at the 

time believed to be the actual truth of the effectiveness of how the Army measures 

potential. 

Data collected from this report shows that though most officers do not believe in 

the OES system, there is consistent concern with senior rater inconsistency, inability to 

adhere to regulatory guidance, and lack of objective assessment criteria to measure an 

officer’s potential. In other words, while officers believe that the evaluation system (not 

the actual OER) is a good method to document an assessment on an officer’s 

performance and potential, there are inherent flaws that lead to subjective assessments 

and a lack of involvement and interaction during the rating period between the rated 
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officer and the senior rater. This leads to distrust in senior rater ability to accurately 

assess and provide a fair and regulatory assessment of an officer’s potential. 

Though conducted fifteen years ago, the ATLDP study found trends that are still 

occurring in today’s Army. In the 2012 CASAL Survey, counseling frequency percentage 

increased but still needs to improve (Riley et al. 2012, 68). Keep in mind DA PAM 600-3 

states, “The potential evaluation contained on the OER is a projection of the performance 

accomplished during the rating period into future circumstances that encompass greater 

responsibilities” (Department of the Army 2014c, 38). If this is how the Army wants 

senior raters to assess potential then more quality performance counseling needs to take 

place by both the rater and senior rater. Officers also attribute the lack of performance 

counseling received by senior raters as a factor that contributes to their mistrust of the 

evaluation system and leadership development opportunity. Most note that the lack of 

feedback during the rating period creates environments in which officers are not sure 

where they stand when it comes time to receive an evaluation. 

The problem arises from a myriad of issues but one reoccurring issue that many 

officers say they experience is the lack of counseling from senior raters and the misuse of 

the Officer Evaluation Report Support Form. It is difficult enough to receive the required 

counseling from an immediate supervisor, and more often than not, senior raters either do 

not counsel or provide meaningful feedback to subordinates on areas they need to 

improve in order to receive a “top block” check mark on their evaluation.  

The following year, the 2013 CASAL survey found nearly one-fourth of field 

grade officers never or almost never receive formal or informal performance counseling 

(Riley et al. 2014, 74). Though this response relates to a question posed regarding 
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immediate supervisors, it assumes that the numbers are equal if not worse if asked the 

same question regarding senior raters. If senior raters do not deliberately take time to use 

the OER and OER Support Form as leadership development opportunities, rated officers 

will continue to lose trust in the evaluation system and the ability of their senior raters to 

provide accurate, fair, and objective evaluations. 

 
 

Table 2. Frequency of Performance Counseling 

How Often do you Receive Performance Counseling? (2012 CASAL) 
Active Duty 
Leaders 

Monthly or 
More Often 

Quarterly Semi-
Annually 

At Rating 
Time 

Never 

MAJ-COL 18% 16% 9% 24% 32% 
How Often do you Receive Formal or Informal Performance Counseling? (2013 

CASAL) 
Active Duty 
Leaders 

Monthly or 
More Often 

Quarterly Semi-
Annually 

At Rating 
Time 

Never or 
Almost 
Never 

MAJ-COL 29% 18% 8% 21% 24% 
 
Source: Ryan Riley, Josh Hatfield, Tyler Freeman, Jon J. Fallesen, and Katie M. Gunthe, 
“2013 Center for Army Leadership Annual Survey of Army Leadership (CASAL): Main 
Finding” (Technical Report, Center for Army Leadership, U.S. Combined Arms Center, 
2014), 74; Ryan Riley, Josh Hatfield, Art Paddock, and Jon J. Fallesen, “2012 Center for 
Army Leadership Annual Survey of Army Leadership (CASAL): Main Finding” 
(Technical Report, Center for Army Leadership, U.S. Combined Arms Center, 2013). 
 
 
 

What Changed with the New OER 

What did change from the old OER to the new OER was the greater focus on 

senior rater’s responsibility to only comment on an officer’s potential. However, there is 

still little to no detailed explanation of what the senior rater should be looking for when 

providing the assessment of the officer’s potential. Compared with the very detailed 

instructions provided to the rater, senior raters receive very little (see Appendix A and 
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Appendix B). According to Army doctrine, an officer’s potential, assessed by the 

officer’s senior rater, and addressed on the OER in the senior rater portion of the OER 

will continue as the process to assess and officer potential. For the majority of majors, 

lieutenant colonels, and colonels, the senior rater is in the officer’s chain of command and 

has some visibility on the daily responsibilities of the officer. The belief is that the 

assessments provided by the senior rater comments are the most important part of the 

OER and will ultimately determine if an officer receives a promotion or selection for a 

command. Senior rater comments provide information that decision makers and selection 

boards consider when making decisions on whom to pick. Again, the new OER further 

limits the responsibility of the senior rater only to provide comments on the officer’s 

potential, whether it is for promotion to the next rank, command, or a particular critical 

assignment.  

In terms of the senior rater profile, there were minor changes implemented with 

respect to O6 level block checks. Senior raters for colonels can now give no more than 24 

percent of colonels they rate a block check of “Multi-Star Potential,” and only 25 to 49 

percent of colonels rated can receive a “Promote to BG” block check. Senior rater 

profiles are extremely important and sometimes factor into the senior raters decision on 

who they will give a stellar evaluation regardless of the officer’s actual potential. Senior 

rater profiles are sensitive in nature and only a few “select” individuals have access to the 

information. The senior rater profile helps keeps track of how many “top block” 

evaluations and senior rater can give at any given time. The new OER provides senior 

raters with more succinct options when rendering a block check on an officer. However, 

when compared to the previous version of the OER, nothing really changed except the 
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verbiage used. Currently, senior raters are limited to giving 49 percent of any group of 

officers in a particular grade a “Highly Qualified” block check. Equivalent to the 

previous “Above Center of Mass” block check, the percentage of officers of a respective 

grade that can receive that block check remained unchanged. Important to note is what 

the Army classifies as important jobs. These jobs are classified and branch qualifying 

positions or assignments. It is during these assignments that officers are told are the most 

important to receive top marks. It is believed that performing exceptionally well in these 

field grade branch qualifying positions, as well as in lieutenant colonel- and colonel-level 

command assignments is the gateway to longevity for senior level leadership positions 

(Donahue 2004, 12). If this is true, senior raters must continue to manage their profiles to 

ensure that deserving officers receive top marks and that they are provide accurate, fair, 

and objective assessments of their potential.  

Research Findings 

The following table attempts to show how effective or ineffective the OER has 

been in the past in regards to documenting an officer’s potential and its use for 

promotion, command, and future assignments. The score column bases its score from 

surveys conducted by the Center for Army Leadership’s CASAL Surveys and other data 

derived from the research. The scale used is “1” through “3” with three being the highest 

possible score. A score of three indicates that the OER is found to be used the majority of 

the time in the decision making process. A score of two means that the OER is used some 

of the time or inconsistently by decision makers. Lastly, a score of “1” means there was 

inconclusive data available on the given area or the OER has very little to no use.  
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With respect to the effectiveness of the senior rater use of the OER to measure an 

officer’s potential, it was found that use of the OER and OER Support Form as a leader 

development tool occurs on some occasions but not consistently. This was evident by the 

lack of counseling officers receive as reported during the 2012 and 2013 CASAL 

surveys. The lack of formal and informal counseling results in the score of two for this 

particular category as seen in the table. 

The table also shows that selection boards use the comments by senior raters on 

potential to make decisions on whom to promote always. It also shows that senior rater 

comments on potential weigh heavily during selection boards and that senior leaders 

reported that senior rater comments are providing the necessary input to help selection 

board members make decisions. This category received a score of three. 

In terms of using an officer potential for considerations of assignment, the 

research found that potential plays little to no role in the assignment process. According 

to a Strategic Studies Institute monograph series on talent management, “Yet, in a well-

meaning effort to take care of its people, the Army’s current officer assignment process 

focuses much more upon fairness than it does upon coolly optimizing officer 

productivity. Instead of talent considerations, each officer’s dwell (nondeployed) time, 

boots-on-the-ground (BOG or deployed) time, number of deployments, and the number 

of overseas postings dominate future assignment decisions” (Wardynski, Lyle, and 

Colarusso 2010, 5). This category received a one for its score. 
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Table 3. OER Effectiveness 
 1 2 3 

Senior 
Raters 

Senior Raters never 
conduct counseling using 
the OER support form 

Senior Raters us but 
not consistently 

Always used 

Selection 
Boards 

Selection Boards never 
use the OER to make 
Promotion decisions 

Used consistently 
along with the 
Officer Record 
Brief (ORB) 

Always used and is the 
#1 document used to 
make selection 
decisions 
 

Assignments 
(O5 and 
below) 

Never considered Used along with 
other documents 
(i.e. ORB) 

Always used to 
determine who is 
assigned where 

 
Source: Created by author. 
 
 
 

Chapter Summary and Conclusions 

In the 2013 CASAL survey, the research found that only one-third of leaders rate 

the developmental counseling they receive from their immediate superior as having a 

large or great effect on their development. It goes on to state that nearly one-in-five 

officers indicate that they never or almost never receive formal or informal performance 

counseling (Riley et al. 2014, 120). More often than not, officers receive an assessment 

based on the subjective reasoning of the senior rater. Another factor is whether the senior 

rater can give the officer a top block based on the senior rater’s profile. In addition to the 

senior rater’s profile, the rating an officer receives may result from the relationship that 

the officer has with the senior rater. While all these factors play into the evaluation an 

officer receives, selection boards and assignment managers have limited to no interaction 

with the officer and must base their decisions for promotion selection and assignment 
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decisions based on this faulty rating system. If this is the case and the evaluation of an 

officer’s potential is on projecting past performance into the future then there needs to be 

more emphasis conducting performance counseling by both raters and senior raters. 

In conclusion, the answer to the primary research question is no, the Army does 

not effectively capture an officer’s potential for promotion, command, or future 

assignments using the OER as the document of record. Secondly, the method of assessing 

an officer’s potential is lacking due to the infrequency of formal and informal counseling 

provided to the rated officer. This leads to the need for a more precise definition of what 

potential is and how senior raters are to assess it. In addition, because there is no accurate 

definition of potential, senior raters will continue to give subjective evaluations and 

senior rater comments. Officers will continue to have their potential assess based on a 

comparison of their performance as measured against their peers and not based on an 

objective measurement as expected from standard Army leader attributes and 

competencies expected of an officer and based solely on that individual officer’s ability 

to perform at higher echelons within the Army.  

The next chapter will discuss conclusions and recommendations that address the 

answer to the primary question. The recommendations provided are the result of the 

analysis conducted in this chapter along with the data points identified in the literature 

review. The recommendations presented are also the result of the answer to the primary 

and secondary research questions. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Management is, in the end, the most creative of all the arts–for its medium 
is human talent itself. 

— Robert McNamara 
Speech at Millsaps College, 1967 

 
 

Introduction 

This chapter will provide the final recommendations and conclusion from the 

research. It begins by reviewing the findings from Chapter 4 and the evidence as 

presented and found in the analysis. It then provides the conclusions derived from the 

findings. In addition, it will discuss the recommendations that resulted from the research. 

Finally, the research will give areas for further research that resulted from this study and 

conclude with a summary.  

Brief Summary of Findings from Chapter 4 

The analysis conducted in the previous chapter lead to findings regarding the 

effectiveness of using the OER as the document of record to capture an officers potential 

for promotion, command, and future assignments. Based on previous surveys conducted 

and information gathered on the subject, the research found some areas where the Army’s 

method of assessing and documenting an officer’s potential needs improvement. 

The research analysis also found that the majority of officers report not receiving 

regular or periodic counseling from their senior raters. This causes mistrust with the 

Officer Evaluation System and leaves the question as to whether or not senior raters are 

even aware of the performance (which feeds into the assessment of an officer’s potential), 
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of any officer they senior rate. It also leads to a failed mission command climate in which 

officers do not trust their senior raters to give them fair and objective assessments based 

on their performance. This was evident in by the report given in a recent CASAL survey.  

Conclusions 

Considering the results presented in the previous chapter, several conclusions are 

presented for consideration. The first conclusion drawn from the research shows that 

senior raters need a more precise definition of potential. The second conclusion is that if 

senior raters are required to comment on an officer’s potential, they need performance 

measures that they can use to evaluate an officer’s potential. Making the Officer Support 

Form mandatory helps to increase the interaction between the rated officer and senior 

rater, but senior raters need to ensure that they coach, teach, and mentor the officers they 

senior rate. Senior raters must make it a priority to conduct both formal and informal 

performance counseling. In order to provide a fair and objective assessment of the 

officer’s potential, senior raters must provide the officer with expectations and measures 

of performance that helps provide for an objective assessment the end of the rating 

period. Third and final conclusion the research is that evaluations are subjective and not 

based on a shared understanding of what the Army expects and needs of its leaders at the 

next level. 

What are the implications? If not addressed, senior raters will continue to provide 

assessments as they always have. Officers will continue to receive evaluations that are 

subjective in nature and evaluations will continually address the officer’s performance as 

compared with that of their peers, which is not the most effective way when assessing an 

officer’s potential for promotion, command, or future assignments. In addition, there will 
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also be a high number of cases in which the rated officer does not trust both the senior 

rater and the Officer Evaluation System due to the lack of formal and informal counseling 

and professional interaction with the senior rater.  

Recommendations 

There are four recommendations drawn from the research. The first 

recommendation is that officer not have their potential assessed based on a comparison 

with their peers. The second recommendation is the need for a more precise definition of 

potential that clearly defines what it is and how senior raters can measure it. The third 

recommendation is the need relook at the current body of Army doctrine and regulations 

that provide guidance to senior raters regarding their responsibility to assess and provide 

an evaluation on potential. Doing this should help to clarify what potential actually is and 

how it can be measured. Lastly, the fourth recommendation is that senior raters be 

required to actually document in writing and convey, via the OER Support Form, what 

the rated officer must consider and strive to display in terms of the qualifications and 

characteristics to serve in the next higher rank and level of responsibility–and be held 

accountable. 

Let us take a more in-depth look at the recommendations. Starting with the first 

recommendation that officers should not have their potential for promotion, command, 

and future assignments based on their performance as judged against their peers. As 

officers move up in rank, their specific duties and responsibilities are fundamentally 

different in nature and makes it difficult to compare. While an Infantry Lieutenant 

Colonel will be highly concerned with obtaining a command, an Acquisition Lieutenant 

Colonel may not have the same concern or opportunity. Assessing their potential 
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comparatively for the next rank (Colonel) is fundamentally inconsistent considering that 

each will need different technical and tactical skill sets at the next rank and position that 

they serve. 

As stated in chapter 4, there are inconsistencies in Army doctrine regarding the 

definition of potential. The second recommendation is the need for a more precise 

definition of potential. Conflicting guidance found in regulations regarding what a senior 

rater’s assessment of potential should entail needs further consideration. One definition of 

potential could be to use the LRM as a model for officer potential and provide a standard 

for measuring potential. This will allow senior raters to establish measures of 

performance and measures of effectiveness for each officer that they senior rater. This 

also gives the rated officer a standard set of expectations regarding the competencies that 

they are expected to have and display.  

The third recommendation is for a change in Army doctrine and regulations that 

more consistently provide a definition of potential. On one hand, DA PAM states that the 

assessment of an officer’s potential is a subjective judgment of the officer’s capability to 

perform at a specified level of responsibility, authority, or sensitivity. Though it goes on 

to say that potential is normally associated with the capability to perform at a higher 

grade, this guidance fails to address the fact that an officer’s potential is captured on the 

OER and also helps determine selections for command and future assignments that 

require the best-fit officer. Conversely, AR 623-3 states that senior raters have the 

responsibility to ensure objectivity and fairness when rendering their respective 

assessment of potential. The regulation then goes on to state that evaluation reports, 

which must be a thoughtful and fair appraisal of an officer’s abilities, are the result of 
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observed performance and potential. This is unclear and once again proves that Army 

doctrine uses the words performance and potential interchangeably. The Army must 

clearly state precisely what potential it seeks in its leaders. Additionally, providing 

training and a reference guide to assess potential would benefit senior raters. This will 

create a shared understanding and assist all leaders in assessing and developing 

subordinates.  

One way to change Army doctrine and regulation is to make the Army’s LRM the 

basis to assess potential. The Army provides its expectations of leaders via the LRM and 

senior raters can assess each individual officer’s potential to operate at the next higher 

grade based on the leadership attributes and competencies described in the LRM. For 

example, intellect is an attribute the Army expects all officers to exhibit. A senior rater 

can use the characteristics of this attribute to assess the officer’s potential to serve at the 

next higher rank if they are able to display the characteristics required at the next rank. 

Senior raters can then determine, based on the manner of performance displayed by the 

officer, if the officer displays innovation, interpersonal tact, and the expertise required for 

the next higher level of responsibility.  

In addition, ADRP 6-22 states that the Leadership Requirements Model conveys 

the expectations that the Army wants leaders to meet. Interesting to note is that the ADRP 

states, “A common model of leadership shows how different types of leaders work 

together and is useful for aligning leader development activities and personnel 

management practices and systems” (Department of the Army 2012, 5). This leads to the 

third recommendation, which is each officer is different and should not have their 

potential assessed based on a comparison with their peers. This allows the rated officer, 
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rater, and senior rater to develop specific objectives of performance that each officer can 

work to accomplish based on their respective branch’s functional expectations. For 

example, a Brigade S-6 will need to “Get Results” varies from what the Brigade S-3 is 

expected to accomplish in order to “Get Results.”  

The fourth recommendation is that senior raters be required to actually document 

in writing and convey, via the OER Support Form, what the rated officer must consider 

and strive to display in terms of the qualifications and characteristics to serve in the next 

higher rank and level of responsibility. Since the OER Support Form is already 

mandatory, the recommendation is that the Support Form follows the OER and at a 

minimum be made available to a board. This would help to hold senior raters accountable 

for their responsibility of leader development and should increase interaction with the 

officers they rate. The thought here is that senior raters have already served at the next 

level of leadership that the rated officer strives to obtain. Senior raters are often two ranks 

higher than the rated officer is and has the knowledge and expertise of what it takes to be 

successful. For example, a colonel senior rating a major has already served as a lieutenant 

colonel. That same colonel can give the major guidance on the expectations and 

requirements expected at the lieutenant colonel rank. Just telling the rated officer that 

they need to display characteristics of the next rank, or telling a major they need to 

display qualities of a battalion commander does not give the officer concrete goals and 

objectives to try to incorporate into their everyday actions.  

Recommendations for Further Study 

One recommendation for further study comes because of the newness of the new 

OER. As senior raters continue to render evaluations on officer potential, this creates a 
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great opportunity to determine if their comments are not only fair and objective but if 

they accurately measure the rated officer potential according to a more precise definition 

of potential. In addition, the research recommends that further study include gathering 

data that highlights if assignment managers increase their use of the OER when making 

decisions on where to place officers. Another recommendation for further study is to 

explore the methods used by the Army’s sister services, and compare their methods used 

to assess officer potential with that of the Army’s. The last recommendation for further 

study is on how the OER ties into the Army’s effort of talent management. 

Summary and Conclusions 

While the Officer Evaluation Reporting System and OER have been main stays 

concerning evaluating an officer’s potential, there needs to be continued assessments of 

the effectiveness of its use and function. The research conducted in this study found that 

there are some inconsistencies and problems with how senior raters are required to 

provide assessments and evaluations on an officer’s potential. Included in these 

inconsistencies are differences in whether evaluations are fair and objective or subjective 

in nature.  

In contrast, the OER and the system under which it operates, provides a good way 

of providing assessments to officers on their performance. The problem is not the system 

itself. The problem this research addresses is the lack of a clear method used to evaluate 

officer potential. Though there is clear guidance and how raters are to render their 

performance evaluations, there is little guidance explaining to senior raters how to 

effectively and accurately measure potential. Even with this lack of guidance to senior 
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raters, both raters and senior raters will continue to provide information to selection 

boards and other decision makers and for the most part, this system works well. 

The Officer Evaluation System continues to be instrumental in how the Army 

manages its officers and continuous refinement and adjustments will help to ensure that 

the right officers receive promotions, have the honor to serve in command, and put in 

assignments that maximize their potential. In the words of General Raymond T. Odierno, 

Chief of Staff of the Army,  

The officer evaluation report system is an integral component of the Army’s 
leader development program. It helps identify the best Army officers with the 
strongest potential to lead the Army of the future. . . .The new OER more 
accurately evaluates and officer’s performance and potential. It increases rater and 
senior rater accountability. It provides the force with a more transparent Leader 
Development and talent management tool.  

Now the Army must ensure that the words spoken by the Chief of Staff actually 

come to fruition. The Army is going through a critical transition as it comes out of two 

wars. It is critical that Army leaders understand the importance of looking at its systems 

and how the Army manages its people. The Army must continue its work and ensure it 

chooses the right individuals to lead the Army in a complex future.  
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APPENDIX A 

DA FORM 67-10-2 

 

I Attachments Menu j 

FIELD GRADE PLATE (04 - 05; CW3- CWS) OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT 
I 

See Privacy Act 
Fer useollhis lam, see AR 623-3;the proponent agency is OCS, G-1 . Statement in AR 623-3. 

PART I· ADMINISTRATIVE {Rated Ofliref) 

a. NAME (LI#. Rnl. Mitldro/nj~~ I b.SSN 
e. RANK II d. DATE OF RANK • . BAANCH I f. COMPONENT 

(YYWMMOD) (Siolu• Codt) 

G . 
g. UNIT. OI!G. STATlOI'I.ZIP CODE OR APO. I.IAJOR COMMAND h.UIC I i. REASCH fOR SIJeMISSIOII 

G 
j.PERIOOCOVERED k. RATEO ' I I.NCII RATEO l mNIO OF 

n. RATED OFfiCER'S EIMIL ADDRESS t gov or .mil) 

FROIA (YYWMIIJ){)) I TMRU ((YYYIIMDD) I MONTIIS COOES ENCLOSURES 
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a1. NAME OF RATER(UI.sl, Fitli, _..lnJ.i.t) a~.>SN lo>.I<N<K EJi a<.F<J>niON 

aS. EMAIL ADDRESS (.gov ot.mil) e6. StGNATURE a7. DATE (YYYYII.MOO) 

b1. NAME OF INTERMEDIATE RATER (t• st. Rt.st, Middte lr.IBI} b2. SSN fOII""'I I bS. RANK Ell 1>1. rosn10N 

1>6. EMAIL ADDRESS (.gov or .miQ 1>$. SIGNATURE b7. DATE (YYYYII.MOO) 

e1.11AMEOf SEHIOR RATER (WI. Fitll,-lr>i»Q e2.SSN I e3. RANK Ell o<. POSITION 

cS. SENIOR RATER'S ORGANIZATION c6. BRANCH I c7. COMPOIIENT c9. EMAIL ADDRESS (.gov or .miQ 

El 
4-SEHIOR RATER PHONE NUMBER e10. SIGNATURE ell. DATE (WWMJ.<J){)) 

d. Ills is a refetred repat. ci:l )'lXI wi$1'1 trJ me.ke commer«s? et . SIGNATURE e2. DATE (YYYYMMOO) 

0 Ref•~d 0 Yes. commenls are atlached O N• 

n . S~lemef!tary Re~ew Reqtaed? ov .. O N• 
IZ. NAME Of REVIEWER jUI.sl, FitS, -/nJ.i<l) 

B. RANK 14.PDSniCH 15. Ccrrrnet1ts Endoud 

O Y .. O N• 
S. SIGNATURE I fl. DATE (YYYYMMDIJI g. r.tSAf Dote (YYWII.II.DD) 

PART Ill· DUTY DESCRIPnOH 
a. PRIICIPAI. DUTY ffiLE b. POSITION AOCISRANCH 

c. SIGNIACANT OUTIESNIO RESPONSIBILITIES 

PART IV · PERFORMANCE EVALUAn ON · PROFESSIONALISM, COMPEnEHCIES, AND A TIRIBUTES (Rsler) 

a. APFT Pass/'Faii/Prd-.e: V'Mhil Slandord? EJ .. Date: Hoig.t: W<ifl'.: 
COf'IY'lMI'Il1requirtd b ·fded~ APFT. « -p,ome• 'lttlt n it l)fec:kldts performanct o1 cklty, u d ·No" i:w At my Wti!;tt Stlnc!Mds? I Rese4 lltm a. APFT1Pus1Fa11Pronte I 

b. THIS OFfiCER POSSESSES SKILLS AND QUAliTIES fOR THE FOLLOWING BROADEHfiGASSIGNr.tENTS 

c. THISOFFtCER POSSESSES SKILLSmD QUALITIES FOR THE FOLLOWNG OPERATIONAL ASSCNMENTS 

dl.~ 

lAdhetetKe !oAt my VeAte*o Emptlhy, and 
WarOOr Etbos!SeMce Ethos and Discpn.. 
F<JIIy "'~Jpotf& SHARP. EO, •nd EEO.} 
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HOD A#: I 
NAME I PERIOD COVERED: fROM (YW\'liiMOO) I THRU (YYY\111.11001 

d2. Provide narrative convnents 'Nhlch demonstrate~ regardlng Reid~ competenciles and attJ1butes ln the Rllted omcer's cwrent 4.1ty posilion. (ie. 
de.monsttwles exael!ed ptesetl(e, conft:JerKieand r..sifenr;e in expeded cMies •nd CJ~ed slua/Dn, ¥/JU:.t.s to external ~erx:e on them~ ortasWngs and Ol'plnilalbn. 
priotlizH Cmled rescurCM to~~ proidi>e in~ o#h«.t ltltougtl indil&/ual eoich#)g COO"tu.\i?g and medcring, ecl.f.,e leameflo 11t1.sfM Of9MiiraOO.wl Je~J 
knowltdge, <ririclllllillli1g lnd>i>i>nilg :kit:, i~!t: I lid PIQVift:lot Wbor<iHH Qfl-lht-jobllftd: I«IJtinif'J ond dt>tlopmtlt, - ...,.iltliof ,..,.. r.l>tblts •nd 
Oli1idt tho Army d>linoi«>M»n<! tltdNtlt -gilg- ,w:fltinginfomlolicnlnd tti<:<>1ltnll>dlliom M>d-llll:i>n. hiiJI'Jt f'Ol<iMI M<tl i:III/W.i:g,fti<Jgmtd lnd 
i~, ptdjciem in d illingAtmydNign ff~Hhod and o#hef to $Oive ~X Pfcb'.«TJ.$, CIU$ M/jn/JintQ *~'.ff.S to f!fTJXNlet"of~ p~Wcfi.'ff frl glir;ing tf11$ in negofietlion~ 
temains tw.p«ffoJ~ fftm srd IH. Fuly 3uppotfs SHARP and c/N!N • posJNe ccmmaw:Vwotl;J•~ ~Jt.) 

COUUENTS: 

e. Thi$ Ofkef's overa_1 Performance i$ Raitd u: (Stltri <Me box teprt stnti!Q Rlftd Offic«'tJ cvcrd pttform~ru ~to oiMtfJ oflht Si!Tit gr«<t whom J'Oll hn• tittd it your 
co-Mini~ ot le<s I bon 50S i> EXCElS.) 

l c:urren8yntl!: Army omoers i'l this §'adt. 

Ac:~edOA FC1m67-H).fAwll5 fec:eNed witheil repcrtandc:Qfi'Sidereclin my evaluation and review: 0 YH 0 t'o(e.~~pfdlincommed:sbebv} 
EXC£tS j49%j PROfiCIENT CAPABlE UNSAnSFACTORY 

0 0 0 0 
ce;m;~;:-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-· 

1. PO'reM11Al COJ11>AAED WITH 
OFFICERS SENIOR RATED IN SA~£ 
GRADE (OVERPRINlm BY DA) 

D MOST QUALifEO 
(ln>!ed lo 49'!1) 

D HIGHLY QUALF IEO 

D QUAUAED 

D NOT QUALIAED 

DA FOR!ol67-10.2. MAR 21114 

PARTV -INTERMEDIATE RATER 

PART VI -SENIOR RATER 

b.l eurrertty senior rate __ Army Orricers in this 9'86e. 

t . COMMENTS ON POTENTW.: 

d. list 3 flt!Xfl SUCCESS.VE aW~enls br whic:h this Olf'ICer is best suited: 
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APPENDIX B 

DA FORM 67-10-3 

 

HODM· r Attachments Menu I 
STRATEGIC GRADE PLATE (06) OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT I See Privacy Act 

Fe< use o!ltlis ! e<m, see AA 623-3; the prq>onent agency is OCS, G-1. Statement in AR 623-3. 
PART I · AOMINISTRA TIVE (Raled Officer! 

a.IWAE (l.•Jl. Rm. Mi<fdltlnl~ 

1

b.SSN <.RANK J I d. DATE Of RANK 1 .. 8R.AIICH I f. COMPONENT (\'YI'YMMOO) (Sfol.,; Co<ie) 

B 
g. UNIT. ORG. STATION. Zl' OOOE OR APO. MAJOR COMIMNO h.UIC I i. REASCII FOR SUBMISSION 

B 
j . PERIOO COVERED t . RATED II. NON RATED m.NO.OF n. RATED OFFICER'S EMAIL ADDRESS (.govor .mil) 

FROM (YYYY/.IVJJDI I THRU tYYYY.IIMDD) YONTHS CODES ENCLOSURES 

PART II · AUTHENTICATION (Ralerl o/lrcer's sigllalure vetlies ollicef has seenCO!lfiered OER Parts t-V/and !he adninislrBU-.e daiB lscorrec~ 
at.IIAMEOF RATER (Lo ... FrJt, Ji-lnliil) ' az.SSN I"' RANK ... POSITION 

El 
aS. EMAil ADDRESS 1!1"" 01.m19 16. S!GilAT\JRE a7. DATE ('IYYYIIJADD) 

bl. t.W..E OF INTf:RMEOLA.TE RATER (L.t~ Fnt, Afiddle ln.N9 b2. SSN (Ofi<HI•~ I 1>3. RANK b4. POSITION 

El 
bS. EMAil ADDRESS l gov 01.m19 1>6. SIGIIATURE b7. DATE (fYYYIIJAOOJ 

<I. NAME OF SE!liOR RATER (WI. Fi :I, /Aiddltlniliil} <2. SSN 1<3.RANK 04. POSITICII 

3 
<5. SENIOR RATER'S ORG!>HIZATION <6. BRANCH I t7. COMPONENT t9. EMAllADtli!ESS igovor.mll) 

El 
<6. SENIOR RATER PHONE NUMBER <10. SIGNATURE ttl. DATE (YYYYAIAIDD) 

d. n is is e reretred report. <b you wiYI to ma!<e convnents7 el. SIGIIATURE •2. DATE (fYYYIIJADDJ 

0 Ref•red 0 Yes. commer1b are altaclled 0 11• 
n. S.W~emerbly Rflliew ReCJ.Jired? ov .. ON• 

I rz. NA~E OF REVIEWER (wt Fr:J, M-lnAioiJ 

13. RANK II. POSITION IS. Ccnments Endosed 

OY•• 0 No 
IS. SIGNATURE 117. DATE (YYYYIIJADOj g. MSAF Del& {YYYYllllDD) 

PART Ill · DUTY DESCRIPTION 
a. PRINCIPAl DUTY TITLE I b. POSITION AOCIBRANCH 

e. SlGNIFICANT DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

PART IV - PERFORMANCE EVALUATION- PROFESSIONAUSM, COMPETENCIES, AND ATTRIBUTES (RaleO 

1. APR P;,.M1il/?rofile: \Vilflin S:cmcbrd? El o ... , Hfi{llt: Wfi'/i: 

Corrmentt rtq,~ired for -F.ite<f" APFT, « "Proftt• when it ,:redudH performance of cllty, and "No" for Alrrry Wei~t Stlnclarcls? IRHd Item a. APF'TIPH!6CIU"roftttl 

b. THIS OFfiCER POSSESSES SKillS AND DUAliTIES FOR THE FOll OV.l'IG STRATEGIC ASSIGNUENIS 

<1.~ 

(Adfw~• toAtmy V..Ws, Ems»ff¥, and 
Watti:lr El1x>s!SeNU Elhas and Disc;;line 
~wppotfsSHARP, EO, sndEEO.) 
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APPENDIX C 

DA FORM 67-10-1A 

 

HODAI: hAttaciUilenls Menu I 

OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT SUPPORT FORM I SEE PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

For use of tfis b rm, see AR ~3; the propooent agency is OCS, G-1 . IN AR 6lJ.3 

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE (Raled Officer ) 

a. NI>ME tl•.t. Rnl. Middelnlilb l b SSN J c. GRADEl d. DATE OF RANK/YYYYMMOO) e. BRANCH l f. COMPONENT RANK (STATUS CODE) 

G 
g. UNIT. ORG .. STATtON, ZIP CODE OR APO. MAJOR COMMAND h. UIC CODE i . THRU DATE OF lAST COMPlETED 

EVALUATION 

j . RATED OFFICER'S EMAIL ADDRESS (.gov or.miO k. MSAFOATE 

PART II • AU111ENTICA TION 
a1. NAME OF RATER fl•:t, Fir.d, Mkldleln&IJ 12. SSN a3. RANK .•. 

G 
POSITION o5. EM All ADDRESS (.gov or .mit} 

bi.NAME OF INTERMEDIATE RATER b2. SSN (OPTIONAl) b3. RAN K b4. POSITION b5. EMAil ADDRESS {.gOY or .mil) 
(L~st, Fird,Middlelnlis9 

G 
c1. NAME OF SEN toR RATER (lest. Fir$, Mddle /nitiel) a . SSN c3. RANK c4. POSITION <5. EMAil ADDRESS ~gO'i or .mff) 

G 
c6. SENIOR RATER'S ORGANIZATION c7. BRANCH t:8.COMPONENT t:9. S~IOR RATER 

PHONE NUMBER 

G 
dl . INDIVIDUAl TO PERFORM SUPPLEM ENTARY REVIEW (La</. Fw#, Midclle loi!ia3- d2. RANK 
QF REQUIRED) 

d3. POSIIION d4. EMAli.ADDRESS (.govor.miQ 

G 
PART Ill · VERIFICATION OF FACE· TO ·FACE DISCUSSION 

MAII.IOATORY RATER/RATED OFFtcER NITtAl FACE· TO-FACE COUNSELING ON DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR THE CURRENT 
RATING PERIOD TOOK PLACE ON (DATE) RATED OFFICER N ITIALS RATER INITIAlS SENIOR RATER INITIALS 
RAT EO OFFICER ACCESS TO SUPPORT FORMS PRIOR TO INIIIAl COUNSEliNG: RATER (Olle ) SENIOR RATER (Dote ) 

PERIODIC RATER I RATED OFFICER FOLLOW·UP FACE-TO.FACE COUNSELNGS: 

DATE RATED OFFICER N ITIALS RATER INITIALS SENIOR RATER INITIAlS 

DATE RATED OFFICER N ITIALS RATER INITIALS SENIOR RATER INITIAlS 

DATE RATED OFFICER NITIALS RATER INITIALS SENIOR RATER INITIAlS 

PARTIV ·RATED OFFICER · DUnES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

a. PRINCIPAL DUTY TITLE: b. POSIT lOll AOCJBRANCH: 

c. STATE YOUR SIGNIFICANT DUTIES AND RESPOIISIBILITIES: 

PARTV ·PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

a. INDICATE YOUR MAJOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: b. LIST SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
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HQOAA: 

PARTV - PERFORMAHCE 06JECnVES AND ACCO~USHt.I:HTS COHTI.UEO Describe adherence lo leadership attributes and demonstration or competend es 

A. CHARACTeR; (Army ValuH, Empalhy, Wamor Ethos/Servi<e Ethos, Dis<ipline- see ADRP &-22) 

N OICATE YOUR UAJOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: 

LIST SIG>IIFICANT COOTRIBUTIOOS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

B. PRESEtcCE: (Mutary and professional beaJtng, Fitness, conftdence, Resmence ·see ADRP 6-2lJ; (Sarecyt lndJvldual and unJI deployment reaCinessiSuppon or 
behavioral health goals., AR &23-3 and Mission Command Prtnclpsh, see AOP 8.0, addressed underfttness and A!Sillence) 
APFT GOALS; PU SU RUN HEIGHTNVEIGHT (ONLY AS NEEDED) 

NDICATE YOUR MAJOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: 

LIST SIG>IIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

c . INTELLECT: (Mental agiUty, Sound jud9meM. lnnovauon, lnterpersonal taer. expertise· see AORP 6•22 and AORP 6.0) 

NDICATE YOUR MAJOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: 

LIST SIG>IIFICANT COOTRIBUTIOOS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

o. LEADS: (Leads others, builds trust, extends tnnuence beyond lhe chain or command, Leads by nample, communicates-see ADRP 6·22 and ADRP 6-0) 

NDICATE YOUR MAJOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: 

LIST SIG>IIFICANT COOTRIBUTIONS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

E. DEVELOPS: (Creates a posltf!ie env..-ormert/Fosters e-spt1t de corps., prepares selr, Develops others., Stewards the profes-sion· see AORP 6-22) 

MSAF PROJECT EO COMPLETION OATES lAW AR )50 1 OATE; 

N DICATE YOUR MAJOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: 

U ST SIGNIFICAIIIT CONTRIBUTIONS NiO ACCOMPLISHMENTS. 

f. ACHIEVES: (Gels Resuns • see AORP 6•22 and AORP 6.0) 

NDICATE YOUR MAJOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: 

LIST SIG>IIFICANT COOTRIBUTIOOSANO ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
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